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Daddy's Home

Daddy's are born Daddy's. Guys usually know that they're the Daddy in a relationship. They feel
most comfortable when they have someone to care and look after, someone to guide and support.
They are protective when their ward is scared or threatened and they feel proud when she takes
direction and does what she's told. They are in charge in the bedroom and their baby girl is there
to please Daddy, she will do as she's told to satisfy his needs. Online this converts into sexting,
sending sexual messages and pictures to satisfy the others needs. Online Daddy's tell their baby
girls what they want to see, how they want to see it and how fast they want them to do it.

I've been an online Daddy since 2014 when I met my first baby girl and discovered the Dd/lg way
of life. It was initially a sexual relationship using Skype to play when we were free. It then
developed into a co-dependent relationship where I needed someone to care for and lead through
life just as she needed someone who was always there to support her in any way she needed. We
both needed sexual satisfaction and from the outset she called me Daddy.

If she woke up from a nightmare - Daddy was there, if she had a fight with someone - Daddy was
there and when her panties were wet because she was amorous - Daddy was always there to talk
her through what to do.

Are you there Daddy?

After over a year being a full time Daddy to this girl we went our separate ways and I continued to
meet, mentor and satisfy girls online. At first I was looking for another relationship, but I soon
discovered that there are many girls who just want a break from reality and are looking for
someone to call Daddy for the night - What I call Part-time baby girls. Over the past few years I
have been a Part-time Daddy to hundreds of girls. Sometimes for a few weeks, sometimes for a
few days, but more often than not it was just so Baby girl can show Daddy how she plays, do what
she's told and cum for Daddy.

*

'You need to establish control and dominance as the Daddy. After skirting round the
idea of you taking the position of her Daddy you need to explain that to be your baby
girl it's not just a case of calling you Daddy, there are rules to follow. I sometimes
broach the subject by asking if she's a good girl :- &#xa0;
&#x22;Are you a good girl sweetheart? Do you know what you're doing or do you
need rules? Are you a brat or do you need structure in your life?&#x22; &#xa0;
More often than not they will respond that they need rules.'
DD/LG ONLINE.
So you think you're a Daddy? You think you have the kind of traits and personality to
make girls happy? To make them behave as they should, do what you say and make
you proud? Daddy's are BORN Daddy's, a guy knows he's a Daddy in a relationship
when he feels most comfortable in charge, he's happiest when he has his lover in
need of his direction, instruction and protection, wanting to please him and make him
proud.
There is a whole community out there of men and women who live the Dominant
Daddy / Little Girl lifestyle. Dd/lg is a relationship status that people who have certain
natural characteristics in their persona live by because it's who they are. Online
Daddy's are no different in that they have responsibility and control over another
human being of consensual age, to care for, reassure and satisfy sexually.
This book will show you my methods of how to : - Meet girls of 18 years+ online Stand out as THE Daddy - Get girls to do what you want - Form Dd/lg relationships Maintain dominance and control over girls Over the past few years I have developed
my technique and honed my skills and I even picked up a trick or two which I will
share with you. The results of these methods are evident on my Tumblr Blog https://the-honey-hound-returns.tumblr.com
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